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Krone® Introduces Proven Lift Technology for Single-Rotor Rakes
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (September 7, 2016) — Krone announces their Swadro single-rotor rakes now feature
Krone Lift Tines™ with new angled ends, allowing them to lift the material while raking, creating the Krone
Lift Effect™. Previously, Krone Lift Tines were only utilized on twin-rotor rake models, but the proven
technology of the Lift Tines has been extended to the single-rotor rakes.
The special design improves the quality of the harvested forage by
reducing contamination because the Lift Tines do not drag the ground
and pick up other materials from the field. In addition, the curve in
the lift tines improves the shape of the windrow. The advantages for
producers include higher work rates and minimized crop contamination.
“The significance of the Krone Lift Tines may seem subtle,” said David
Taylor, Krone Territory Manager. “But the results are anything but
subtle. One look at the windrow, and the evidence is clear. You’ll see
a consistent, clean, well-formed windrow that is achieved at great rates
of efficiency. It’s another example of Krone’s commitment to supply our
customers with the highest-quality equipment so they can maximize
productivity and feed value.”
Krone offers single-rotor rakes at work widths of 12’5” to 15’. In
addition, the single-rotor models benefit from advanced technology,
including the maintenance-free rotor gearboxes with a robust Duramax
cam track, which comes with a three-year warranty. The tine arms
utilize ball bearings within the cam track and are maintenance-free.
Above: Krone Lift Tines on the Swadro
The thick-walled tine arms, heavy-duty lift tines and large-diameter
42 T reduce contamination and create
coils translate into excellent longevity, flexibility and strength.
better windrows. Inset: New Krone Lift
To learn more about Krone’s rotary rakes and complete line of hay and
forage equipment, or to find your closest dealer, visit www.krone-na.com.
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Tines are designed with angled ends.

About Krone North America
Krone was founded in Spelle, Germany in 1906 and established Krone North America in Memphis,
Tennessee in 1973. The company employs more than 4,500 associates globally, including 160 in the United
States. Krone’s innovative hay-and-forage products are sold through a network of more than 400 dealers
across the United States, Canada, Mexico and Puerto Rico. Still owned and operated by the Krone family,
the company’s product line includes high-capacity mower conditioners, disc mowers, rotary tedders and
rakes, round balers, large square balers and a full range of forage harvesters. Krone is driven by the needs
of its customers and guided by their input. Since Krone is first to market with the newest technology and
efficiencies, Krone equipment is the first choice of professional hay-and-forage producers.
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